Film Review
Inside Out
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An 11-year-old girl wrestles with the
bickering emotions inside her head. It
sounds like a therapy session. Instead, this
movie created by Pixar is another amazing
movie, an unmissable film triumph. Oh,
did I say it was funny? It is, incredibly so,
when you’re not brushing away a tear.
Inside Out is the 15th movie produced by Pixar and this may be their best yet! The
voices of the main characters are voiced by some famous actors, all doing great
work. They include Kaitlyn Dias voicing Riley, the little girl, and Kyle MacLachlan
and Diane Lane as her mom and dad. The emotions inside Riley’s head are voiced
by famous Saturday Night Live comedian Amy Poehler (as Joy) and Mindy Kaling
(disgust), Bill Hader (as a comically hyper Fear) and Lewis Black as Anger. The
movie is 95 minutes long and is rated PG. It won the Academy Award Oscar for
Best Animated Movie back in 2015 and it made more than $175 million at the box
office!
In the movie, Riley is upset that her dad and mom have moved her to San
Francisco from bright, snowy Minnesota, where she loved playing hockey with her
BFFs. It’s a scary new school and no friends, except for her emotion.: Inside in her
mind, Joy is on a trip with Sadness (voiced by Phyllis Smith) to recover Riley’s best
memories. That leaves, Disgust and Anger in charge over of Riley’s head. Which
causes a lot of trouble! .
Sure this idea has been tried before — remember TV’s Herman’s Head? — but
never with the artful brilliance of filmmaker Pete Doctor. Docter gets into our
control centers as well as Riley’s and it made me cry at least three times as you
really feel how Riley must feel inside her head. The movie is also extremely funny,
perhaps at its best when we meet Riley’s old make-believe friend Bing Bong who
Riley no longer talks to. Bing Bong is a source of sadness and great humor as he
saves the day with his Rocket Car. This movie makes you laugh, makes you cry. Go
see it as soon as you can!

